Available in 16 oz. Tube, or 1 Gallon Bucket

Redmond Agriculture believes that nature has it right. That’s why we offer Udder Mud—a 100% natural clay rub with mint and tea tree oil that can draw heat and swelling out of the udder while increasing circulation to promote healing. Udder Mud is a rub, not a lotion—smear a generous amount on the affected area and repeat after each milking.

Whether your approach is organic or conventional, Udder Mud can help you get back to what you love about raising animals instead of worrying about their health.

Case of 12 Tubes: (PN#) 328024 (UPC) 758364328024
Individual Bucket: (PN#) 328048 (UPC) 758364328048
*Ask about purchasing individual tubes

Soothes Udders
Rub a generous amount of Udder Mud on the affected area to soothe and improve circulation. Udder Mud works best when you leave a thick layer on the skin.

Ready to Use
Udder Mud is a pre-hydrated gray paste that rubs on easily. We offer a 16 oz. tube or an 8.5 lb. gallon-sized bucket ideal for larger operations.

Soothes Elsewhere
This concentrated formula includes mint, tea tree oil and menthol—three ingredients that can assist sore hocks and joints.

Simple Ingredients
Udder Mud is made from montmorillonite clay and a unique blend of organic essential oils.

redmondagriculture.com/products

"UDDER MUD PULLS THE EDEMA OUT FASTER THAN ANYTHING I HAVE EVER USED. UDDER MUD IS DARKER IN COLOR WHEN YOU RUB IT ON SO YOU CAN SEE WHERE YOU HAVE APPLIED IT."

- RICK THOMPSON
“Udder Mud rubs on well and does not fall off the udder as some other products. It then clears up much quicker than other products that I have used. Udder Mud pulls down the swelling very fast on fresh cows.”

- Larry Eborn

“Udder Mud is easier to apply than the leading product that I had been using. It also stays on the udder better.”

- Brad McKnight

Redmond Minerals, Inc.
P.O. Box 219
Redmond, Utah 84652
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